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1.  Introduction 
 The study of Banach contraction principle have led to number of generalizations and 

modification of the principle. It concerns certain mappings of a complete metric space into 
itself. It states sufficient condition for the existences and uniqueness of fixed points. The 
theorem also gives an iterative process by which we can obtain the approximation to the fixed 
points. Many authers have generalized the well known Banach contraction principle in several 
different forms, we may see for example [7, 9, 10, 13, 14,16, 18]. 

In [6] Dhage introduced D-metric space as a generalization of metric space and proved 
many results in this setting. But in 2005, Z. Mustafa and B. Sims [12] proved that these results 
are not true in topological structure and hence they introduced G -metric space as a 
generalized form of metric space. Since then many authors including Z. Mustafa [11] have been 
studying fixed point results in G -metric spaces. In [2] M. Akram, A. A. Siddiqui and A. A. Zafar 
introduced a class of contractions, called A-contractions and proved some fixed point theorems 
for self maps using A-contractions. This general class of contractions properly contains some of 
the contractions studied by R. Kannan [8], Bianchini [5], M. S. Khan [9] and Reich [15] for details 
see [2, 17]. Further, M Akram, A. A. Siddiqui and A. A. Zafar have studied some fixed point 
theorems using A-contraction in generalized metric spaces (gms), for detail see [3] and [4]. In 
this paper, we prove some fixed point theorems for sequences of self mappings using A-type 
contraction in G -metric space. Also, we show that these results extends and improves the 
corresponding results in [2, 14] and other corresponding results in the current literature.  
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2.  Preliminaries 

In this section, we give some basic definitions and results on G -metric space from [12], 
which we require in the sequel.  

 

Definition 2.1 Let X  be a nonempty set and let  RXXXG :  be a function satisfying 

the following properties,   

    1.    0=,, zyxG  if zyx == ,  

    2.   yxxG ,,<0  for all Xyx ,  with yx  ,  

    3.     zyxGyxxG ,,,,   for all Xzyx ,, , with yz  ,  

    4.        ......=,,=,,=,, xzyGyzxGzyxG (symmetry in all three variables),  

    5.   zyxG ,,   G ),,(),,( zyaGaax   for all Xazyx ,,, , (rectangular 

inequality).  

 Then the function G  is called a generalized metric or more specifically, a G -metric 

on X , and the pair  GX ,  is called a G -metric space.  

 

Definition 2.2 A G -metric space  GX ,  is called symmetric G -metric if 

   xxyGyyxG ,,=,,  for all Xyx , .   

 

Definition 2.3 Let  GX ,  be a G -metric space, and  nx  be a sequence of points of X , a 

point Xx  is said to be the limit of the sequence  nx  if   0=,,lim , mnmn xxxG , and one 

can says that the sequence  nx  is G -convergent to x . 

Thus, if xxn   in a G -metric space  GX , , then for any 0> , there exist NN  

such that G  mn xxx ,, <  , for all Nmn , .  

  

Proposition 2.4 Let  GX ,  be a G-metric space, then the following are equivalent,   

    1.   nx  is G-convergent to x ,  

    2.   xxxG nn ,, 0 , as n  ,  

    3.    0,, xxxG n , as n ,  

    4.    0,, xxxG nm , as nm, .  

  

  

Definition 2.5 Let  GX ,  be a G -metric space, a sequence  nx  is called G -Cauchy if for 

every 0> , there is NN  such that   <,, lmn xxxG , for Nlmn ,, ; that is, if 

  0,, lmn xxxG  as lmn ,, .   

 

Proposition 2.6 Let  GX ,  be a G -metric space, then the following are equivalent,   

    1.   nx  is G -Cauchy,  
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    2.  for 0> , there exist NN  such that   <,, mmn xxxG , for all Nmn , .  

 

Definition 2.7 A G -metric space  GX ,  is said to be G -complete if every G -Cauchy 

sequence in  GX ,  is G -convergent in X .  

 

Definition 2.8 Let  GX ,  and  '' ,GX  be G -metric spaces and let   ),(,: '' GXGXf   be 

a function, then f  is said to be G -continuous at a point Xa  if and only if, given 0> , 

there exists 0>  such that Xyx , ; and <),,( yxaG  implies <))(),(),((' yfxfafG . 

A function f  is G -continuous at X  if and only if it is G -continuous at all Xa .  

 

3.  Fixed point theorems for sequences of self mapping  
Definition 3.1 [2] Let A  stands for the set of all functions  : 3

R    R  satisfying,   

   1.    is G -continuous on the set 3

R  of all triplets of nonnegative reals (with respect to 

the Euclidean G -metric on 3

R  ).  

   2.  kba  , for some  0,1k , whenever ),,( bbaa   or ),,( baba   or ),,( abba 

, for all Rba, .  

  

Definition 3.2 (A-type Contraction) A self map T  on a G -metric X  is said to be A-type 
contraction of X  if there exists A  such that,  

 )),,,(),,,(),,,((),,( TyTyyGTxTxxGyyxGTyTyTxG   

for all yx,  in X .  

Next theorem is the extension of Theorem 6 of [2] from metric space setup to the G -metric 
space setup.  

 

Theorem 3.3  Let A  and 

1=}{ nnT  be a sequence of self mappings on a complete G

-metric space  GX ,  such that  

   ))...(1).,,(),,,(),,,((,, yTyTyGxTxTxGyyxGyTyTxTG jjiijji   

Then 

1=}{ nnT  has a unique common fixed point in X .  

Proof: Define a sequence }{ nx  in X  as ,= 1nnn xTx  where .1,2,3= n  

Now, 

),,(=),,( 121201221 xTxTxTGxxxG . 

By using  1 , we get  

 

2).[0,1)....(,),,(

)),,(),,,(),,,((=

)),,(),,,(),,,((),,(

110

221110110

1212101010110221





ksomeforxxxkG

xxxGxxxGxxxG

xTxTxGxTxTxGxxxGxxxG





 

 Again, 
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[0,1).,),,(

)),,(),,,(),,,((

)),,(),,,(),,,((

),,(=),,(

221

332221221

2323212121221

232312332







ksomeforxxxkG

xxxGxxxGxxxG

xTxTxGxTxTxGxxxG

xTxTxTGxxxG




 

 Now using  2 , we have  

        
).,,(

)),,((),,(

110

2

110332

xxxGk

xxxkGkxxxG




 

 Similarly,  

         ).,,(),,( 110

3

443 xxxGkxxxG   

Continuing in this way, we get, ),,(),,( 11011 xxxGkxxxG n

nnn 
. As 1<k , 

0),,( 11  nnn xxxG  as n . 

Now, by repeated use of the rectangular inequality of G -metric, for every integer 
0>p , we can write 

 
).,,(...),,(

),,(),,(),,(

1332

22111

pnpnpnnnn

nnnnnnpnpnn

xxxGxxxG

xxxGxxxGxxxG








 

 This gives 0=),,(lim pnpnnn xxxG  , which implies }{ nx  is a G -Cauchy sequence and 

since X is complete there exist x X such that xxn   as n . 

Now for mn > , we can write 

 

)).,,(

),,,(),,,((),,(=

)),,(

),,,(),,,((),,(

),,(),,(=

),,(),,(),,(

1111

1111

111

111

xTxTxG

xxxGxxxGxxxG

xTxTxG

xTxTxGxxxGxxxG

xTxTxTGxxxG

xTxTxGxxxGxTxTxG

nn

mmmmmm

nn

mmmmmmmm

nnmmmm

nnmmmnn




















 

 Let m , then 

 

0.=

0

)),,((0,0,0

)),,(),,,(),,,((),,(),,(

k

xTxTxG

xTxTxGxxxGxxxGxxxGxTxTxG

nn

nnnn











 

 Which gives xTx n= . 

Now suppose y  is another fixed point of nT , that is, yyTn =  for some Xy . 

  ),,(=,, yTyTxTGyyxG nnn . 

By using  1 , we get 
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0.=

0

),0,0),,((

)),,(),,,(),,,((=

)),,(),,,(),,,((),,(

k

yyxG

yyyGxxxGyyxG

yTyTyGxTxTxGyyxGyyxG nnnn













 

Hence, yx = .  

Corollary 3.4 Let A  and 

1=}{ nnT  be a sequence of self mappings on a complete G -metric 

space  GX ,  such that any one of the following contractive condition is satisfied,   

    1.  There exist a number )
2

1
[0,a  such that for all yx,  in ,X   

   )).,,(),,((,, yTyTyGxTxTxGayTyTxTG jjiijji   

    2.  There exist a number [0,1)h  such that for all yx,  in X ,  

   .),,(),,(,, yTyTyGxTxTxGhyTyTxTG jjiijji   

    3.  There exist a number [0,1)h  such that for all yx,  in X ,  

   )}.,,(),,,({,, yTyTyGxTxTxGhmaxyTyTxTG jjiijji   

    4.  There exist numbers [0,1),, cba  such that 1<cba   and for all yx,  in 

X ,  

   ).,,(),,(),,(,, yTyTycGxTxTxbGyyxaGyTyTxTG jjiijji   

Then 

1=}{ nnT  has a unique common fixed point in X .  

Proof: In [1], it is shown that above contractions are A-type contraction so by Theorem 3.3, we 

can conclude that 

1=}{ nnT  has a unique common fixed point in X . 

Next theorem is analogous to the Theorem 2 of [3] in G -metric space.  

Theorem 3.5 Let }{ mT  and }{ nS  be sequences of self maps on a complete symmetric G

-metric space  GX ,  satisfying,  

   )),,,(),,,(),,,((,, yyxGyyySGxxxTGySySxTG nmnnm   

for all Xyx , , for some A , and for each Nnm , . Then }{ mT  and }{ nS  have a 

unique common fixed point.  

Proof: Define a sequence }{ nx  in X  as, nnn xTx 2112 =   and 122 = nnn xSx . 

Consider,  

 

)).,,(),,,(),,,((=

)),,(

),,,(),,,((

),,(=),,(

2212221212122

2212

2221121212

21211212122

nnnnnnnnn

nnn

nnnnnnnn

nnnnnnnnn

xxxGxxxGxxxG

xxxG

xxxTGxxxSG

xTxTxSGxxxG















 

 Since X  is symmetric G -metric Space, we can write 
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 ),,,(

)),,(),,,(),,,((),,(

2212

221212122221212122

nnn

nnnnnnnnnnnn

xxxkG

xxxGxxxGxxxGxxxG









 

 for some [0,1)k . Similarly, we have 

  ),,(,, 1212222212   nnnnnn xxxkGxxxG , for some [0,1)k . 

Which gives  

   ).,,(,, 121222

2

12122   nnnnnn xxxGkxxxG  

Proceeding in the same way, we get  

   ).,,(,, 110

2

2212 xxxGkxxxG n

nnn   

In general, we have 

  ),,(,, 11011 xxxGkxxxG n

nnn  , for some [0,1)k . As <k 1, 0),,( 11  nnn xxxG  as 

n . 
Now, by repeated use of the rectangular inequality of G -metric, for every integer 0>p , we 

can write 

 
).,,(...),,(

),,(),,(),,(

1332

22111

pnpnpnnnn

nnnnnnpnpnn

xxxGxxxG

xxxGxxxGxxxG








 

 This gives 0=),,(lim pnpnnn xxxG  , which implies }{ nx  is a G -Cauchy sequence and 

since X  is complete there exist Xx  such that xxn   as n . 

Now for each nm >  consider, 

 

)).,,(

),,,(),,,((),,(=

)),,(

),,,(),,,((),,(

),,(),,(

),,(),,(

),,(),,(),,(

1212

121222

1212

1212122

12122

222

222





















nn

nnnmn

nn

nnnnmn

nnnnmn

nnmn

nnnmm

xxxG

xxxGxxxTGxxxG

xxxG

xxxgGxxxTGxxxG

xgxgxTGxxxG

xxxTGxxxG

xxxGxxxTGxxxTG




 

 Let n , we get 

 

0.=

0

),0,0),,((0

)),,(),,,(),,,((),,(),,(

k

xxxTG

xxxGxxxGxxxTGxxxGxxxTG

m

mm











 

 This implies that xTx m= . Similarly, we can show that xxSn = . Thus }{ mT  and }{ nS  have 

common fixed point x . The uniqueness can be obtain easily. This completes the proof. 
  

Corollary 3.6 Let A  and }{ nT  and }{ nS  be a sequences of self mappings on a complete 

G -metric space  GX ,  such that any one of the following contractive condition is satisfied,   
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    1.  There exist a number )
2

1
[0,a  such that for all yx,  in ,X   

   )).,,(),,((,, ySySyGxTxTxGaySySxTG nnmmnnm   

    2.  There exist a number [0,1)h  such that for all yx,  in X ,  

   .),,(),,(,, ySySyGxTxTxGhySySxTG nnmmnnm   

    3.  There exist a number [0,1)h  such that for all yx,  in X ,  

   )}.,,(),,,({,, ySySyGxTxTxGhmaxySySxTG nnmmnnm   

    4.  There exist numbers [0,1),, cba  such that 1<cba   and for all yx,  in 

X ,  

   ).,,(),,(),,(,, ySySycGxTxTxbGyyxaGySySxTG nnmmnnm   

 Then }{ nT  and }{ nS  has a unique common fixed point in X .  
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